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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

• Needs professional English editing.  • Change the title to:  "2022 Monkeypox 

outbreak: Why is it a public health emergency of international concern? What can we do 

to control it?"  • Add "Methods" section about Literature search and criteria.  • Write 

the full term of (Sexual transmitted infections), then put the abbreviation (STIs) in 

parentheses in the "abstract" and "How is it spread" paragraphs.  • (How does it spread) 

instead of (How is it spread).  • Mention to how monkeypox virus DNA was found in 

the semen of just some patients, and this isn’t enough evidence to call it a STI.  • (How 

serious is monkeypox) instead of (How serious of monkeypox is).  • Use the 

abbreviation (MPX) in all paragraphs.  • (A disease outbreak is endemic when it is 

consistently present but limited to a particular geographic area or region) instead of 

(Endemic disease shows the disease is continuously present in a particular geographic 

area or region).  • What is concluded is already in the literature, write your own 

conclusion. 
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

It is timely to discuss on the monkeypox outbreak. However, current version of the 

manuscript is lack of academic profoundness and originality. It would be appropriate to 

reduce the general introduction part of monkeypox characteristics and focus more on the 

new findings of current monkeypox outbreak and solutions to tackle it.   There are 

several errors that should be corrected.  1. Jynneos is same product of 

Imvamune(marketed in Canada) and Imvanex(marketed in EU) that all manufactured 

by Bavarian Nordics.  2. There are more than 2 vaccines available in worldwide. (such 

as CJ-50300 in Korea, LC16 in Japan).   There are several parts that I want to discuss on.  

1. "People are educated to reduce the risk of exposure and to reduce the number of 

sexual partners especially new partners, to avoid contacting travelers from epidemic 

areas "  -> Isn't is too broad or even feasible to avoid any contact from the travelers 

from the epidemic countries? Now United States and most of the EU countries are 

epidemic countries.  2. "the WHO emergency committee held another expert meeting to 

discuss the monkeypox epidemic, the panel did not  formally vote, six members were in 

favour of declaring a PHEIC, nine were against, considering the outbreak is an 

extraordinary event and the disease is a global public-health risk , WHO director-general 

Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus declared monkeypox had constituted the PHEIC on 23 

July, that poses a risk to multiple countries, and requires a coordinated international 

response"  -> It would be better to discuss why WHO declare PHEIC although nine 

were against to that decision.    Minor revisions 1. You should state the full name 

when you abbreviate in the first time. (ex, MPX, CDC)  2. there are typos (ex, vesicular 

disease1)  
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

It is timely and meaningful to review the current outbreak situation of monkeypox and 

the way to respond. It seems the authors properly reflected previous review comments. 

However, it is still needed to have professional language editing once again before 

publication. There are several typos should be corrected. (ex ourbreak, o f,  2 wk)    

 


